Abstract-It is widely recognized that the differential amplifyand-forward (DAF) transmission scheme is capable of providing a superior performance compared to classic direct transmissions employing differential detection in slow-fading channels and in fact it may even outperform coherent detection aided systems relying on realistic imperfect channel estimates. However, in reality the channels connecting the multiple nodes of a cooperative system typically become time-selective due to the relative mobility of the cooperating terminals. Hence, the performance gain achieved may erode as the environment becomes more time-selective. Hence in this paper, we specifically design the multiple-symbol based differential sphere detection (MSDSD) for the DAF-aided cooperative system, which is capable of achieving a significant performance gain for transmission over time-selective channels.
I. INTRODUCTION

M
ULTIPLE antenna aided diversity techniques [1] constitute powerful arrangements of mitigating the deleterious effects of fading, hence improving the end-to-end system performance, which is usually achieved by multiple co-located antenna elements at the transmitter and/or receiver. However, it is often impractical for the mobile to employ a large number of antennas for the sake of achieving a diversity gain due to its limited size. Furthermore, owing to the limited separation of the antenna elements, they rarely experience independent fading, which limits the achievable diversity gain and may be further compromised by the detrimental effects of the shadow fading, imposing further signal correlation amongst the antennas in each other's vicinity. Fortunately, in multi-user wireless systems cooperating mobiles may share their antennas in order to achieve uplink transmit diversity by formig a virtual antenna array (VAA) in a distributed fashion. Thus, so-called cooperative diversity relying on the cooperation among multiple terminals may be achieved [2] , [3] .
On the other hand, in order to carry out classic coherent detection, channel estimation is required at the receiver, which relies on using training pilot signals and exploits the fact that in general, the consecutive channel impulse response (CIR) taps are correlated in time as governed by the vehicular speed, i.e., Manuscript the Doppler frequency. However, channel estimation for an -transmitter, -receiver MIMO system requires the estimation of CIRs, which may impose both an excessive complexity and a high pilot overhead, especially in mobile environments associated with relatively rapidly fluctuating channel conditions. Therefore, in such situations, differntially encoded transmissions combined with noncoherent detection requiring no channel state information (CSI) at the receiver becomes an attractive design alternative, leading to differential modulation assisted cooperative communications [4] .
It is widely recognized at low mobile velocities that DAF-aided cooperative transmission [4] is capable of outperforming classic direct transmission using coherent detection. However, the performance of the former scheme rapidly degrades, as the channel connecting the multiple terminals becomes more time-selective and/or dispersive. Recently, in order to mitigate the error floor encountered by differentially encoded direct transmission combined with conventional differential detection (CDD) employing an observation window size of , a multiple-symbol based differential sphere detection (MSDSD) technique using has been proposed in [5] and [6] . In the light of the above observations, in this paper we specifically design the MSDSD scheme for the DAF-aided cooperative cellular uplink, improving its robustness to time-selective propagation environments induced by the relatively high-speed mobility among multiple cooperating users.
II. SYSTEM MODEL Now we consider a -user cooperation-aided system, where signal transmission involves two transmission phases, namely, the broadcast phase-I and the relay phase-II. In both phases, any of the well-established multiple access scheme can be employed by the users to guarantee orthogonal transmission among them. In this paper, TDMA is considered for the sake of simplicity. Furthermore, due to the symmetry of channel allocation among users, we focus our attention on the information transmission of the source terminal seen in Fig. 1 , which potentially employs relay terminals in order to achieve cooperative diversity by forming a VAA. Without loss of generality, we simply assume the employment of a single antenna for each terminal, and a unity total power shared by the collaborating mobiles for transmitting a symbol, namely, , where and represent the power consumed by the source node and the th relay node, respectively.
In order to avoid channel estimation in the user-cooperation-aided systems considered, the source node differentially encodes its information symbols , each of which contains -bit information, as . For the sake of mitigating the impairments imposed by the time-selective channels on the differential transmission, frame-based rather than symbol-based user-cooperation is carried out, which is achieved at the expense of both a higher detection delay and increased memory requirements. Hence, the source continuously broadcasts differentially encoded DPSK signals , during phase-I, while the destination as well as the relay terminals receive and store them. In the ensuing phase-II, the DAF scheme [4] is employed by the relay node. Specifically, the amplifed signal transmitted by the th relay node can be expressed as (1) (2) where is the received signal at the th relay node and is the gain provided by the th relay node in order to ensure that the average transmit power of the th relay node becomes , which is given in [4] as , with and being the variance of the channel's envelope between the source and the th relay node and the noise variance, respectively. We now construct a single-symbol system model for the souce node's th transmitted symbol in the context of the TDMA-based user-cooperation aided system of Fig. 1 as (3) where , and , respectively, are given by (4)-(6)
where .
(5)
which represent the equivalent transmitted user-cooperation signal matrix, the equivalent channel matrix and the equivalent noise matrix, respectively. The former one has elements, while both of the latter two have elements, where is the number of receive antennas. Then, based on (4)-(6), we can also construct the equivalent multiple-symbol system model as (7) where the received signal block matrix , which contains user-cooperation based received symbols corresponding to consecutively transmitted differentially encoded symbols , by the source node, namely:
, and the channel's block matrix as well as the AWGN block matrix are defined likewise as , and , respectively. Moreover, the diagonal block matrix of the transmitted signal is constructed as .
III. MUTIPLE-SYMBOL DIFFERENTIAL SPHERE DETECTION DESIGN FOR DAF-AIDED COOPERATIVE TRANSMISSIONS
A. Principle of Multiple-Symbol Differential Detection
We note that most terms in and of (5) and (6) do not exhibit a standard Gaussian distribution. However, our informal simulation-based investigations suggest that the resultant noise processes are near-Gaussian distributed. As a result, the probability density function (PDF) of the received signal in (7) is also near-Gaussian especially for low SNRs, as seen in Fig. 2 . Hence, under the simplifying assumption that the equivalent fading and noise are zero-mean complex Gaussian processes, the PDF of the noncoherent receiver's output can be approximately obtained based on its counterpart derived for the single-transmit-antenna scenario as (8) where the conditional autocorrelation matrix is given by (9) (10) Note that we consider Rayleigh fading having an autocorrelation function of according to the widely-used Clarke model, where and represent the zero-order Bessel function of first kind and the normalized Doppler frequency, respectively. Thus, in the context of the DAF-aided user-cooperation system of Fig. 1 , the autocorrelation matrices of the channel and the noise are given by (11)- (13), shown at the bottom of the next page.
With the aid of Bayes' theorem [7] , the decision metric of the ML-MSDD can be expressed as (14) Fig. 2 . PDF of the received signal Y in (7). where is the user-cooperation based signal constellation set. Note that due to the use of the Gaussian approximation, (14) becomes suboptimal in the context of the DAF-aided user-cooperation aided system of Fig. 1 .
B. Multiple-Symbol Differential Sphere Detection Design
The equivalent user-cooperation based transmitted signal matrix as constructed in (4) for the DAF-aided cooperative system is a unitary matrix, hence we have (15) Additionally, since the noise contributions imposed at the relay and destination nodes are both temporally and spatially uncorrelated, thus the autocorrelation is a diagonal matrix. Hence we can reformulate (10) as (16) (17) where we have (18) which is defined as the -element channel-noise autocorrelation matrix. Then, the metric of the ML-MSDD can be reformulated by substituting (17) characterizing in (14) and using (15), thus we arrive at (19) (20)
In the following discourse, we will transform the ML-MSDD metric of (14) to a shortest-vector problem by assuming the employment of a single antenna for each terminal for the sake of simplicity, which in turn can be efficiently solved by the multi-dimensional tree search aided sphere detector (SD) proposed in [8] . First of all, let us now introduce a transformation operator for a single-column matrix constituted by number of -element sub-matrices , , which can be expressed as (21) When the transformation operation is applied to , we arrive at
where , which has elements. Consequently, the resultant matrix constains block matrices along the main diagonal of (22), leading to elements. Consequently, given the operator defined in (22), we can reformulate the ML-MSDD metric of (20) 
where the -element upper-triangular matrix , which satisfies with the aid of Cholesky factorization, we finally arrive at (26) which completes the process of transforming the ML-MSDD metric of (14) to a shortest-vector problem. Due to lack of space, the well-established SD algorithm will not be detailed here; please refer to [8] - [10] .
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
It is well-understood that the DPSK-aided noncooperative system employing the CDD suffers from a 3 dB performance loss in comparison to its coherent-modulation-assisted counterpart in the context of slow fading channels, i.e., when experiencing a normalized Doppler frequency of , as seen in Fig. 3 . Thanks to the DAF scheme, the two-user cooperation-aided system, which attains the maximum achievable diversity order of two, is capable of outperforming both of the above-mentioned noncooperative systems without requiring high-complexity channel estimation. However, the time-selectivity of the fast-fading channel may severely impair the achievable performance of the CDD at the destination node. More explicitly, observe in Fig. 3 that the two-user cooperation-aided system encountered an error floor for . To be more specific, the corresponding BER curve levels out just below , as P/N0 increases. For the sake of exploiting the correlation between the channel-induced phase-rotation experienced by multiple consecutive transmitted DPSK symbols and hence to reduce the detrimental impact imposed by the time-selective channel on the DAF-aided system considered, the proposed MSDSD using was employed by the destination node at the expense of a higher computational complexity. Remarkably, the error floor encountered by the system employing the CDD in fast-fading channels was essentially eliminated. For example, the BER curve corresponding to the MSDSD-aided cooperative system obtained for coincides with that of its CDD-aided counterpart, which was recorded for a relatively slowly-fading channel associated with , resulting in a performance gain of more than 10 dB, at a target BER of . Furthermore, the former system operating in a fast fading channel having is capable of outperforming the latter, even if the latter is operating in a slow fading channel having . Therefore, even in the presence of a severely time-selective channel, the DAF-aided user-cooperation associated system employing the MSDSD is capable of achieving a desirable performance by jointly differentially detecting a sufficiently high number of consecutively received user-cooperation based symbols ( ) as formulated in (3) with the knowledge of the channel-noise autocorrelation matrix C of (18), which characterizes the CIR statistics of both the direct and relay links together with the noise statistics.
V. CONCLUSION
A MSDSD scheme was proposed for mitigating the error floor encountered by the DAF-aided user-cooperation aided system in time-selective channels, leading to a significant performance gain over the system using the CDD. For example, given a target BER of , a performance gain of about 10 dB can be attained by the proposed MSDSD employing for a DQPSK modulated cooperative two-user system in a relatively fast-fading channel having a normalized Doppler frequency of 0.03.
